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iUniverse, United States, 2009. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. TV teen stars, Shiloh Rush and William Spud Escott, take off on non-stop
adventure in Where Angels Fear to Tread, a fantasy/science fiction mystery/thriller guaranteed to
excite and delight young adults and curious, imaginative readers of all ages. Singularity Channel
viewers may recognize Hollywood actress Shiloh Rush as Space Cadet Tara Guard from the sci-fi TV
series Stargeant Guard, but nobody knows Shiloh is leading a double life. Haunted by the
mysterious disappearance of her favorite brother, Shiloh hopes to follow in his footsteps and track
him down as a secret agent for the Zygan Federation, an intergalactic empire still hidden from
Earth. During this quest, Shiloh and her British co-star Spud, also a Zygan agent, fly into space-for
real-to stop terrorists and invaders who could destroy the Federation and kill millions throughout
the universe. Sent back in time to Earth s Ancient Middle East to save the life of a young prophet
and prevent Earth s destruction, Shiloh and Spud stumble on a diabolical conspiracy and barely
escape with their lives. Their assignment sabotaged, Shiloh and Spud discover the villains real...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf may be worth buying. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life span will be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading
this article publication.
-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period. Your way of life period will probably be convert
as soon as you total looking over this book.
-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on
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